CAPTIVATE YOUR CORPORATE AUDIENCE
WITH THE AWARD-WINNING MENTALIST
ACT THAT’LL HAVE THEM BELIEVING
ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE
Looking for an interactive show that will energize your audience
and create water cooler buzz for days? The Evasons deliver a
truly unique and engaging experience that will mesmerize even
the most sophisticated corporate audiences!

“The entire audience was in awe over
your show which helped make this the
most up-beat and motivational end to
a year that I can remember.”

“As you’ve most likely realized from
the standing ovation, the company
is still buzzing!”

YOU WON’T BELIEVE YOUR MIND …
The Evasons are regarded as the best two-person telepathy
act in the world. They’ve appeared in more than 35 countries
and on network TV specials. They’re one of very few couples
who still travel around the globe to carry on the rare and
incredible talent known as Second Sight.
Your audience will experience astonishing demonstrations
exploring the powers of the mind! Participants will build trust in
their intuition, believe in their boundless potential, and literally
lift one another up with logic-defying acts of levitation.
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HIGH-ENERGY & INTERACTIVE
Featuring fun-focused audience participation and amazing
feats that leave skeptics speechless, The Evasons inspire
onlookers to see beyond their self-limitations, and tap into
the power of possibilities and positive thinking.

“Your show was the topic of conversation
the next day at poolside and it set the
tone for the rest of the week.”

FUN FOR EVERYONE
Since 1983, The Evasons have been bringing captivating
intrigue, a dash of romance, and laugh-out-loud moments
to corporate functions, private parties, and special
events worldwide.
• Ideal for a quick 15-minute spot up to a full
60-minute presentation
• Corporate-friendly and universal appeal for
diverse audiences
• Easily tailored for intimate gatherings or large groups

LESS PLANNING, MORE RAVING
Easy to book, prompt to follow up, and hassle-free to work
with, The Evasons have a charm and professionalism they
take on and off stage. They’re committed to the exact same
thing you are: giving your audience an unforgettable
experience that will generate rave reviews for you!

“Your participation took our conference
to the platinum level!”
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A SAMPLING OF COMPANIES THAT HAVE BOOKED THE EVASONS:

... and many more

THE $100,000 PLEDGE!
The Evasons do not use confederates, hidden
wires or secret communication devices during their
performance, and pledge to give $100,000 to anyone
who can prove otherwise.

GIVE YOUR AUDIENCE AN
EXPERIENCE TO BUZZ ABOUT CONTACT THE EVASONS TODAY

(443) 579-5779
connect@evason.com
www.evason.com
@TheEvasons

/TheEvasons

/TheEvasons

/MentalistDuo

